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sults. It should be noted that such smoothers have
ABSTRACT
been previously considered in the statistical litbut they have not yet beenex—
erature [6],
L—smoothers and M—smoothers are introduced as
ploited for applications such as speech and image
generalizations of the median filter for nonlinear
processing. In addition, we present a new nonsmoothing of noisy data, and their properties are
linear smoothing algorithm, which may be viewed as
derived. In addition, a double—window smoothing
a data—dependent modification of L— and M—smoothing.
algorithm which is shown to be a data—dependent
modification of L— and M—smoothers is proposed for
II. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF L—SMOOTHERS
filtering noisy signals with sharp edges. SimulaFigure 1 illustrates the operation of an L—
tion results are given to demonstrate the performsmoother. Each output point is obtained as a
ance characteristics of these smoothing algorithms.
weighted sum of ordered data values in a sliding
window, the set of weights determining the characteristics of the smoother. Clearly, L—smoothers
I. INTRODUCTION
include odd— and even span median filters [4], non—
median n—tb ranked—order operations which were proIn most signal processing applications reposed in [5], as extensions of median filters, and
moval of unwanted components from an input discrete
the running mean, as their extremes. Therefore, by
—time sequence has been done successfully by linear
proper choices of weights, L—smoothers are tunable
filtering. If a signal with sharp edges is corfrom linear smoothers, i.e. the running mean, to
rupted by high frequency noise, however, as in some
extreme nonlinear smoothers, i.e. median or n—th
noisy image data, then linear filters designed to
ranked order operations.
remove the noise also smooth Out signal edges. In
addition, impulse noise cannot be reduced sufficL—smoothers have properties similar to those
iently by linear filters. A nonlinear scheme callof median filters [2,6].
These include the
ed median filtering [1,2] has been used with sucof a
following properties, where the output
cess in these situations. Some interesting results
smoother S at time k is k =
and analyses for median filters have been obtained
S(X)k for input sequence X:
recently, and may be found •in [3—5].

The degree of smoothing behavior of a median
filter can be influenced only by the window size,
which may not allow sufficient degree of control
[3]. In addition, from experience in linear filtering, an averaging operation is essential in removing high frequency noise components. In fact,
median filters often fail to provide sufficient
smoothing of high frequency noise components for
which the smoothing was originally designed [2].
Thus in general, it is desirable to have a nonlinear filtering algorithm which includes some
averaging operation. A way to include some averaging in the median filtering algorithm is to use
a combination of median and linear filters [1,2].
However, it might be expected that some other nonlinear techniques which inherently combine linear
and nonlinear processing, and which allow a degree
of control over these characteristics, could give
better results.
In this paper we will study L—smoothers and
M—smoothers, examine their properties, compare
their performances, and obtain some simulation re—
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(a) Time invariance: S(BMX)k =

S(X)kM

where B is

the back shift operator, (BX)kA 2kl and M is an
integer.
(b) Scale and translation invariance: S(aX+b)k
aS(X)k + b for all a, b.

Cc) L—smoothers pass a linear trend if the weights
are symmetric, i.e. S(n+t) = a + Bt for all n,B.
Cd) Narrow pulses in the data will not be severely
smeared out as long as the duration of the pulses
exceed N when window length is 2N+l.
(e) L—smoothers with window length 2N+l introduce
a delay of N.

Figure 2 shows a comparison among several
smoothing algorithms for a test signal with sharp
edges. The signal is corrupted by additive independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise
with zero mean and unit variance. Figures 2(a)-(b)
show respectively, the input sequence and the result of smoothing it by a combination of median
and liiear filters (a 5—point running median followed by a 3—point Harming window). Figures 2 Cc)—
Ce) show the outputs of L—smoothing with window size
5, specifically for the running median, the running
mean, and an L—smoother with weights (0,1/4,1/2,
1/4,0) respectively. We see that the L—smoother
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The proof of Theorem 2 is somewhat long, and
is omitted. Now it is clear that as p goes to 0,
a limiter—type M—smoother approaches a median filter. Note that when 4)
strictly increasing as in
Corollary 1, we cannot find any general bound for

with weights (0,1/4,1/2,1/4,0) and window length 5
has performance very similar to that of the combin—
ation filter whose effective window size is 7.
Both are better in supression of high frequency
noise but worse with regard to edge—preservation,
compared to the median filter. It is seen that the
running mean smears the edges severely; it does
perform better than the median filter for noise
suppression. The random noise in the input does not
seem to have been removed sufficiently by any of the
smoothers in this example. This arises from a lack
of sufficient averaging operations in the smoothers,
which can only be improved by increasing window
sizes. We will see in Section IV that a data—
dependent smoother we will define there can be
interpreted as an L—smoother with time—varying
weights, possibly non—symmetric. This allows it to
combine both edge—preserving and noise—suppression
characteristics, the resulting smoother having a
variable—length window.

is

For a limiter—type M—smoother we get the median as the output when all other data values are
far from the median. For a standard—type M—snooth—
er the mean of the values in a window is obtained
as the output if all the data values are close to
the median. Thus we can say that, especially for
a standard—type M—smoother, the performance is in
between that of a median filter and that of a running mean, depending on the data. The averaging
operation of a standard—type M—smoother may not in
general be enough to suppress high frequency noise
sufficiently because a reasonably small window size
is still essential. It can be seen that the parameter p is a very important one in designing M—
smoothers. The value p can be chosen from knowledge of the noise variance at the input or it may
be obtained from the input in an adaptive scheme.
As noted above, the parameter p controls the degree to which the smoother acts as a linear smoother. M—smoothers generally do not completely ignore
outliers such as impulse noise, or sharp discon—
tinuities. Again we can say that M—smoothers have
linear properties at the expense of nonlinear properties, just like L—smoothers or combination
smoothers. From Inequality (3), however, it is
observed that the output of a limiter—type N—
smoother can be closer to that of a median filter
around sharp edges of an input, compared to the
output of an L—smoother or a combination filter,
when all three have similar random noise suppression properties. Therefore among N—, L— and combination smoothers which suppress high frequency
noise in roughly equal degree limiter—type N—
smoothers can be expected to have the best edge
characteristic.

III. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF M—SMOOTHERS
M—smoothers are defined exactly as in robust
estimation of a location parameter in an input sequence. Specifically, let 4) be some odd function.
The output k of an N—smoother at time index k is
defined through values of inputs X,, ,
in a window length 2N+l, as the sotuion of Ehe
equation k+N
i=k-N

4) (Xi—'Y) =0.

(1)

is

linear M—smoothers reduce to computing
running means, while N—smoothing approaches median
filtering as 4) approaches the hard—limiter (signum
function); this will be shown through Theorem 2.
We will say that an M—smoother is of the "limiter—
f(p) if x > p
type" if

When 4)

f(x)

4(x)

if If!

(—f(p) if x <

p

(2)

—p

where f(x) is a strictly increasing odd function
and p is some positive number. When f(x) = ax(a>O)
we get in particular an M—smoother which will be
described as being of the "standard type". The
properties of L—smoothers considered in Section II
also hold for N—smoothers, except for the fact that
M—snoothers are not scale—invariant, i.e. S(aX)k#
aS(X)k in general.

Figure 2(f) shows the result of N—smoothing
with p=l, which is the same as the noise standard
deviation, and window length 5. Sharp edges of the
input are preserved almost as in median filtering,
and high frequency noise is suppressed as in L—
smoothing with weights (0,1/4,1/2,1/4,0) or combination filtering. Thus its performance looks
superior to the other smoothers that we have considered so far.

The following results will give criteria which
have to be considered in choosing 4, where we
a bounded, odd function.
assume that 4)

is

is

continuous and nondecreas—
Theorem 1: If 4)
ing then there always exists a solution k in
Equation (1). The proof is simple, and is omitted.

IV. A DATA DEPENDENT DOUBLE—WINDOW SMOOTHING ALGORITHM

is

continuous and strictly
Corollary 1: If 4)
increasing then the solution k in Equation (1)
exists and is unique. The proof for Corollary 1 is
obvious. We now show the uniqueness of the solution for a specific class of continuous, non—decreasing 4)

functions.

Theorem 2: For limiter—type M—smoothers with
filter parameter p there exists a unique output Yk
at each time k, satisfying

—-l {N f(p)}

-l N
k '5k +

f(p)}

(3)

where mK is the median in the window.

In the nonlinear smoothing algorithms discussed so far, large window sizes will generally
imply a loss in the ability to preserve narrow
pulses [31 and sharp discontinuties in the signal,
but are required to suppress high frequency noise
sufficiently. In addition we have observed that
snoothers such as combination filters, L—smoothers
and M—smoothers have linear characteristics at the
expense of nonlinear characteristics. It does not
appear that a single data—independent scheme can be
designed to satisfy these requirements of good
linear as well as nonlinear behavior at different
sections of the input data. This leads to a consideration of data—dependent schemes; one reasonably simple and effective technique will now be
introduced.
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The algorithm we propose uses two windows cen—
tered at k simultaneously in producing the output'
Let the windows be of length 2N+l and 2L+l where
N>L. First the median m.Kis computed from the snail
For some positive number q
window of length 2L+l.
an interval [m—q, m+q] is defined. Then the mean
of points lying withtn [m.—q, m+q] in the large
window of length 2N+l is computed as the output.
Here q is a filter parameter which may be set a
priori to some reasonable value depending on noise
variance. When the statistics of the noise are not
known, q may be estimated from the input in anadap—
tive scheme. This algorithm has good nonlinear
characteristics because of the computation of the
median from the snail window, and also has sufficient linear characteristics because of the averag—
of the noisy values in a large window. It can
be seen that for some extreme cases the outputs of
the algorithm can be the medians of the values in
windows of length 2L+l, or can be means of the
values in windows of length 2N+l. Therefore depending on the input data the performance varies
between that of a nedian filter with window size
2L+l and that of a running mean filter with window size 2N+l. Note that we observed similar properties for standard—type M—smoothers in Section
III. However, the performance of a double—window
smoothing algorithm is much better than that of
M—smoothers because two windows are used and also
because outliers are completely discarded.
It can be shown that a double—window smoothing
scheme can be thought of as a modified data—dependent L—smoother. Suppose at some time k, a number
y of data values among the 2N+l values in the large
window are within the region [m,—q, m+q]. Clearly
averaging only over the y data points is equivalent to weighting these y values by lly and assigning weights 0 to the remaining 2N+l—y values. Note
that the weights of L—smoothers are defined for the
ordered sequence of data values inside a window
(see Figure 1). Since the -y values in the region
are consecutive in the ordered sequence of 2N+l
data values, the weighting consists of y consecutive weights of l/y and U weights for the other
portion of the ordered data. It should be noted
that neither y nor the segment of successive l/y's
in the weights is fixed in location, but depends on
the data. We have also observed the similarltis
between double—window smoothing and M—smoothers.
Actually, if we use an N—smoother whose charactera noise—blanker characteristic after
istic $
finding the median from the small window, the resulting output will be very similar to that of a
double—window smoothing.

In summary, we observe that data—dependent double—
window smoothing performs like a median filter with
small window length as well as like a running mean
with large window length, depending on the input,
which can give the best result among the smoothers
discussed so far. The performance may, however, be
sensitive to the value chosen for q. It might be
best to use a scheme for setting q which derives the
value for q from measurements made on segments of
the input data.
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Figure 2(g) shows the result of the double—
window smoothing with 2L+l=3, 2N+l=7, and q=3 which
is 3 times the standard deviation of the noise.
Clearly the output is closest to the original signal, compared to the outputs of the other smoothing
results. The edge characteristic is seen to be as
good as that of the median filter (Figure 2(c)),
and also high frequency noise is suppressed almost
completely. When q is reduced to 2.75 the ripple
before the last pulse disappears and the other
parts of the output remain the same. If q is less
than 2.5 some high frequency noise is not suppressed sufficiently. Therefore in this simulation the
optimal q is around 2.75.
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